Drettmann Yachts - A CLASS OF ITS OWN.
For Claudia and Albert Drettmann, no two yachts are the same – and each one is a labor of love.
With a great deal of experience and passion, they personally fulfil individual requests from customers around the world. They know that a yacht is much more than a dream comes true for its
owner – it’s a philosophy of life.
Like most success stories, the adventure of Drettmann began in a garage – with a modest firm
selling pre owned boats. But a worldwide success developed quite soon. With the construction of
the Elegance- and Bandido yacht series and under the guidance of the family business with its 48
years of history no fewer than 1.500 new yachts has been built and about 10.000 yachts has been
traded until today.
In 2017, Drettmann expanded its portfolio as the exclusive and experienced sales partner of Gulf
Craft’s multi award winning yachts for Europe, Russia and Ukraine – another important step towards expansion and internationalization for the Bremen-based company.
In 2019, Drettmann expanded its portfolio as sales partner of Bavaria, the most modern shipyard
in the world of the series production of yachts up to 55 feet.
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Shipbuilding
Every single yacht is an individual project
that we look after from start to finish with
the utmost care and attention to detail. To
achieve this, our engineers and designers
work hand in hand with our shipyards to
full the future owners’ wishes in the best
possible way. That way, we make sure
that every craft is unique and a personal
experience.
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Gulf Craft has served the aspirations of
passionate boating enthusiasts for more
than three decades. The award-winning
manufacturer is one of the world’s leading superyacht shipyards, a merit it has
achieved through continuous investment
in research and development.
Founded in the Emirates in 1982, Gulf
Craft continues to redefine the on-water
living experience with its wide variety of
premium craft, ranging from 27 feet to
200 feet in length. Deploying advanced
technology, powerful engineering, timeless design, and world-class craftsmanship, Gulf Craft builds each innovation to
create memorable cruising experiences
for its discerning clientele, transforming
travel by sea into a journey worth indulging in.
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Superyacht
Collection

The yachts in the Majesty series measure
from 48 to 200 feet. This outstanding range features luxurious leisure craft as well
as fully-edged superyachts.
In 2019 after grabbing the „Best Interior
Design“ & „Best Yacht Layout“ at the World
Yacht Trophies during Cannes Yachting
Festival, the Majesty 140 won the „Best In
Show“ award at Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show.

Majesty Yachts
impress with their size,
elegance and equipment.
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Superyacht collection 100 - 200 feet
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It stirs so many
emotions:
enthusiasm for
the the exclusive,
joy in the design,
the relaxed life on
board.
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Nomad Fly
Collection

Discover the finest cities and beaches
in the world with our yachts.

This innovative collection features a series
of yachts that are leisure destinations
within themselves, designed for seafarers
who enjoy long-range exploration with
friends and family. Offering premium
comfort, safety and ocean-going capability,
the Nomad Yachts collection transforms
yachting into a journey worth indulging in,
ideal for sea voyagers who have a genuine appreciation for spending time on the
water.

55 feet

65 feet
Semi-custom built from 55 to 75 feet

75 feet
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A new era of individual ocean
exploration has begun

Nomad SUV
Collection

Ground-breaking interior layouts built on
Nomad Yachts legendary semi displacement
hull platform providing class leading all
weather performance. The ultimate in long
range adventurous cruising.

65 feet

75 feet
Semi-custom built from 65 to 95 feet

95 feet
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Bandido Yachts

The design of your individual yacht is a
matter of trust. Which length and which
layout suit your requirements? Which
features do you need for your travel plans
and which not? The Drettmann Yachts
team advises you on these questions with
the expertise of 1500 yachts built and
accompanies you from your first idea to the
christening - and if you wish, also beyond
that in the After Sales Service.

The sea has always held fascination
for people: infinite space, sun,
wind and freedom.
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Technology
On the one hand, Drettmann Yachts has
been installing proven components for
many years, but is also keeping up with
the times and observing the latest technical developments.
The current Bandido 80, for example,
is equipped with state-of-the-art ePod
drives, which reduce fuel consumption
and improve the manoeuvrability of the
yacht. If owners want a hybrid drive, want

to integrate solar cells into the superstructure or access an extremely complex
entertainment system, these requirements
will of course be met. A Bandido yacht is
perfectly tailored to your needs.
More than 1500 newbuilds speak for
themselves and ensure that you receive
your dream yacht at the precisely defined
time and in the precisely defined quality.
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„On our yachts, you
can see, feel and
experience something truly special.
Every time.“
Claudia Drettmann
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Bavaria Yachts

100% Passion. For 100 % pure joy.
A BAVARIA yacht is the perfect interaction
of many elements. Everything is built
around the extensive expertise of German
engineering. It is an art that looks back
on a long and successful tradition in boat
building.
Today it is possible to implement all this
knowledge with a high degree of precision and quality. We make use of the best
materials, the best equipment and exquisite craftsmanship to create something
that is the essence of every BAVARIA:
the joy of yachting.

At Bavaria we don’t just build yachts –
we make dreams come true. With
absolute attention to detail.
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R-LINE
The elegant revolution
R40 Fly / R40 Coupe / R55

S-LINE
Sportiness, design and luxuriousness
Open S29 / S30 / S33 / S36 / S40 / S45
HT		

S33 / S36 / S40 / S45

Coupe		

S36 / S40 / S45

SR-LINE
The best combination of S-Line and R-Line
SR41 ST / SR41 HT / SR41 Coupe

VIRTESS LINE
Embodiment of luxury and design
420 Fly / 420 Coupe

BROKERAGE

An ocean of
possibilities
drettmann.com

Buying a yacht is definitely one of the
highlights in life. However, finding the
perfect yacht at the right price is a challenge. We advise and assist you with all
questions that arise when purchasing
a yacht. Take a look at our inspected
pre-owned yachts, all in excellent condition.

BROKERAGE

A fine selection

Life on a yacht may be absolutely exiting,
spontaneous and unusual. Completely distinct, however, is the process of buying a
yacht: here everything should be planned,
clear and supported by competence and
also convince by the product and service.
These are the promises with which Drettmann have been carrying out a brokerage
close to the market and the customers
for many years. This offers the customer a
broad spectrum of performance and a lot
of added value.

Looking
forward
to you!

For us, no two yachts are the same. With a
great deal of experience and passion, we
personally fulfil individual requests from
customers around the world. We know
that a yacht is much more than a dream
come true for its owner – it’s a philosophy
of life.
Claudia & Albert Drettmann
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